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This is the second issue of Australian Infedion CmM that I 
have had the pleasm ot editing. Since its inception in 1995, 
the journal has evolved inb a broadly distributed and re- 
nowned publication, and those Australian infection control 
practitioners (1CFs) who have contributed to its content over 
the last 3 years can be justifiably proud of their contributions 
b this exciting development, I would like to invite all ICPs 
and other health-care professionals to submit for publication 
in this journal their research findings, surveillance reporb, 
W o n  control experi-, b m k  or artide mews or any 
other topics of in-t to the readership. 

To further address the needs of ICPs in Australia, the journal 
has responded by incorporating m e  changes in style. Fur- 
&, an editorial review board - comprising Australian peer 
reviewers who are experts in infection control, cliicai micro- 

biology, virology, epidemiology and infectious diseases - is 
about to be formed. Subequently, all articles submitted will 
be forwarded to the relevant reviewet(s), to ensute a xien- 
tifically sound and high standard of final publication. 

Another exciting development in the journal's management 

is the appointment of an assistant editor to the editorial team. 
I am delighted to welcome Glenn Gardner to this new pod- 
 on and have invited her to introduce herself. 

Gabby bbathan RN BScMsg) 

Clinical Nurse Consultant, Infection Control 

Mncess Margaret Hospital for Children 
Perth, Western Australia 

A dediited journal is a sign of the 'coming of age' of an 

industry or specialty. In March 195,  the first edition of the 
AICA journal marked the coming of age of the specialty of 
inktion control in Awtdia. Alison Pyper, in her Mident's 
W & e  in that issue, stated that the journal was the mem- 
bers' voice, "a medium for updating knowledge, sharing ex- 

piemes, uniting members and raising the profile of AICA." 

Since then, Alrsfrafirrn Injktion Gmfd has achieved this and 
more. Y has a h  been a vehicle for communicating change 

and a witness to the expanding practices and interests of ICPs 
everywhere. Now it is the journal's turn to respond to these 
changes by taking on a new style, a style which positions it to 
further the needs and intereds of all Australian ICFs. 

I am most pleased to be working with Gabby and the state 
sub-editors as assistant editor of Australian Infection Control. 
The appointment allows me to further contribute to the work 
of AICA and, in a sense, repay my colleagues for the support 
I have received from ICPs in ICPAQ since becoming involved 
in the industry. As a nurse academic, my primary association 

with infection control is  through my teaching and research 
activities. While 1 do have many years' experience in clinical 
nursing, I have worked in the university sector for the past 
14, first at La Trobe University in Melbourne and now at 
GriffitR University in Brisbane. My research interests include 
infection control practice, surgical wound infection and the 
interface of hospital and community. E also teach infection 
control to our pre-registration students and convene the 
graduate courses in infection control offered through distance 
education at G f i t h  University. 

Glenn Gardner IN PhD 
Senior Lecturer, Nursing 
Griffith University, Brisbane, Queensland 
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